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Abstract

In the spring of ����� Seinosuke Toda of the University of Electro�Commu�
nications in Tokyo� Japan� proved that the polynomial hierarchy is contained

in PPP �To����	 In this Structural Complexity Column� we will brie
y review
Toda�s result� and explore how it relates to other topics of interest in computer

science	 In particular� we will introduce the reader to

The Counting Hierarchy� a hierarchy of complexity classes contained in

PSPACE and containing the Polynomial Hierarchy	

Threshold Circuits� circuits constructed of MAJORITY gates� this notion

of circuit is being studied not only by complexity theoreticians� but also
by researchers in an active subeld of AI studying �neural networks�	

Along the way� we�ll review the important notion of an operator on a com�

plexity class	

�� The Counting Hierarchy� and Operators on Complexity Classes

The counting hierarchy was de�ned in �Wa���� and independently by Parberry
and Schnitger in �PS����� 	The motivation for �Wa���� was the desire to classify
precisely the complexity of certain combinatorial problems on graphs with succinct
descriptions� Parberry and Schnitger were studying 
threshold Turing machines� in
connection with parallel computation�� One way to de�ne the counting hierarchy is
to take the usual de�nition of the polynomial hierarchy
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� �p
� � P

� �p
k�� � NP�p

k for k � ��

and replace 
NP� with 
PP�� 	Recall that PP is 
probabilistic polynomial time� as
de�ned by Gill �Gi���� and Simon �Si����� L is in PPA if there is a polynomial�time
nondeterministic oracle Turing machine M such that x � L i� more than half of the
computation paths of M on input x with oracle A are accepting�� That gives us the
de�nition

� Cp
� � P

� Cp
k�� � PPC

p

k for k � ��

Thus Cp
� � PP� Cp

� � PPPP� and so on�

This characterization of the counting hierarchy is due to Jacobo Tor�an� who has
studied the counting hierarchy in depth �Tor���� Tor����� Although this is perhaps
the simplest way to de�ne the counting hierarchy� it is not the original de�nition� and
the proof that this characterization 	in terms of oracle Turing machines� is equivalent
to the one given below 	in terms of generalized quanti�ers� is not obvious�

Recall that an alternative characterization of the polynomial hierarchy is given by
applying bounded existential and universal quanti�ers to polynomial�time predicates�
One way to formalize this is to de�ne operators acting on classes of sets� That is

De�nition� Let C be a class of languages� Then de�ne � � C to be the set of
all languages L such that there is some polynomial p and some set A � C such that
x � L�� �y 	jyj � p	jxj� and hx� yi � A�� In a similar way� one can de�ne 	 � C�

It is a familiar fact �St���� Wr���� that NP � ��P� �p
� � � � 	�P� and so on� It

has turned out to be useful to consider other operators� in addition to � and 	� In
particular� the operators C� BP � and 
 will be important for this survey�

De�nition� Let C be a class of languages� De�ne

� C�C to be the set of all languages L such that there is some polynomial p and
some set A � C such that x � L��

kfy  jyj � p	jxj� and hx� yi � Agk ��p�jxj� � ����

� BP � C to be the set of all languages L such that there is some polynomial p
and some set A � C such that



kfy  jyj � p	jxj� and �hx� yi � A �� x � L�gk ��p�jxj� � ����

� 
 � C to be the set of all languages L such that there is some polynomial p and
some set A � C such that x � L��

kfy  jyj � p	jxj� and hx� yi � Agk is odd�

	The original de�nition of �Wa���� Wa���a� actually used a more general de�nition
of the operator C� however it turns out that the complexity classes de�ned in this way
are quite robust to small changes to the de�nitions� and for any reasonable complexity
class C� the de�nition given above is equivalent to the de�nition given in �Wa������
The original de�nition of the counting hierarchy is thus

� Cp
� � P

� Cp

k�� � C�Cp

k�

Using the operators 	���
� C� and BP in di�erent combinations� one obtains
other interesting complexity classes� 	This list of operators is by no means exclusive�
For example� Tor�an has shown that an 
exact counting� version of the C operator
	which he denotes by C�� is very useful tool for proving results about other classes
in the counting hierarchy �Tor���� Tor������

The BP operator is obviously a way to generalize the notion of probabilistic
computation to other complexity classes� For example� BP � ��P is the complexity
class AM �BM����Sc����� The 
 operator is a way to generalize the complexity class
Parity�P of �PZ����GP�����

We should mention that Stathis Zachos has an alternative logic�based formulation
for de�ning complexity classes of this sort� His approach has also been quite useful
in proving results about these classes� see �HZ���� Za���� ZH���� BHZ���� ZF�����

We would now like to brie�y catalogue some of the known relationships among
the complexity classes de�ned using these operators� Some of these inclusions are
known to hold for all classes of sets C� but some of the other inclusions only hold if
C is su�ciently 
nice�� For the sake of simplicity� we will assume here that C is a
complexity class de�ned by applying the operators from the set f��	�
� BP � Cg to
the class P� All such classes satisfy the appropriate 
niceness� conditions��

�Note� however� that one must be careful what one assumes about the classes C� Some subclasses
of the counting hierarchy such as PP� seem not to be closed under union or intersection� while
other classes such as NP� seem not to be closed under complementation� Information about the



Theorem� A catalog of facts about subclasses of the Counting Hierarchy


�� � � C � 	 � C �BP � C � C�C� 	This is a generalization of Gill�s result �Gi����
that NP and coNP are contained in PP� and also of the trivial inclusion BPP
� PP��

�� 
 � C � PC�C

�� � � C � NPC

�� C�C � PPC �Tor����

�� BP � C � BPPC

�� 
 � C � 
�PC

�� NP � BP � 
�P� 	This follows from the proof of �VV����� showing that SAT is
reducible via probabilistic reductions to the 
unique satis�ability problem���

�� 
 � 
� C � 
� C�

�� 
�P��P � 
�P� �PZ���� 	Thus 
�P is closed under �p
T ��

��� PPBPP � PP� �KSTT����

If the underlying class C is closed under 
positive reducibility� 	see �Sc����� then
the usual techniques of 
ampli�cation� can be used to exponentially reduce the error
probability for sets in the class BP �C� Thus for such classes C� the following inclusions
and equalities hold� 	It should be noted that classes de�ned using the C operator
are not known to be closed under this sort of 
positive reducibility�� and thus the
following inclusions may not hold for such classes��

Theorem� For classes C closed under positive reducibility�

�� PBP �C � BP �PC�

�� BP �BP � C � BP � C�

closure properties of classes in the Counting Hierarchy may be found in �Tor�����
�In the brief period that has elapsed between the time when this article was �rst written for the

EATCS Bulletin January� �		�� and the time of the compilation of the present volume September�
�		
�� much has been learned about the counting hierarchy� It was shown in �BRS�	�� that PP is

closed under union and intersection� This beautiful and surprising result has been generalized to
the entire counting hierarchy �Gu�	���



�� BP � C � � � 	 � C  	 � � � C� �Sc���� 	This is a generalization of the result of
�Si���a� La����� showing that BPP is in the polynomial hierarchy��

�� 
 �BP � C � BP � 
 � C� 	This is the 
operator swapping� lemma of �To������

Some of the inclusions and equalities listed above are quite easy to prove� and
others are not at all obvious� It is important to note that all of the facts listed above
relativize� so that the same relationships hold relative to any oracle�

Armed with this list of facts� we can now give a short proof of the �rst part of
Toda�s proof�

Theorem� �To���� The polynomial hierarchy is contained in BP � 
�P�

Proof� We have already observed that �p
� � BP � 
�P� Thus assume inductively

that �p
k � BP � 
�P� and note that

�p
k�� � NP�p

k

� BP � 
 � PBP ���P

� BP � 
 �BP � P��P

� BP � 
 �BP � 
 � P

� BP �BP � 
 � 
 � P

� BP � 
 � P

Having now shown that the polynomial hierarchy is contained in BP � 
�P �
C� 
 �P� Toda�s theorem follows from the following inclusion 	the proof of which
involves a detailed manipulation of the computation tree of a machine� which we do
not have su�cient space to present here��

Theorem� �To���� C� 
 �P � PPP�

Toda in fact shows that PPP contains a seemingly larger class� Let PH denote the
polynomial hierarchy�

Theorem� �To���� PPPH � PPP�

Proof�

PPPH � PPBP ���P

� PPBPP��P

� PP��P

� C � 
 � P

� PPP



An obvious open question is whether or not PH is contained in PP itself� It is
not even known if PNP is contained in PP� The largest subclass of PH known to be
contained in PP is the class PNP	log
 	the class of languages that can be recognized
with O	log n� queries to SAT� �BHW������

�� Circuits �and Neural Nets	

Toda�s theorem has some very interesting consequences for circuit complexity�
Before we can present these consequences� it will be instructive to review some basic
notions from circuit complexity�

A circuit family is a set fCn  n � Ng of circuits� where each circuit Cn takes
	binary� inputs of length n� and produces a single output� Each circuit family thus
de�nes a language� A circuit family is uniform if the function n �� Cn is easily
computable in some sense� For the very small circuit complexity classes we discuss
here� a very strong notion of uniformity is appropriate� This is discussed in detail in
�BIS����� we will not give detailed de�nitions concerning uniformity here�

Two important circuit complexity classes are NC� and AC�� NC� is the class
of languages accepted by 	uniform� circuits of AND and OR gates of fan�in �� of
polynomial size and logarithmic depth� AC� is the class of languages accepted by
	uniform� circuits of AND and OR gates of unbounded fan�in� of polynomial size and
O	�� depth� 	AC�

k denotes the languages in AC� accepted by circuits of depth k��
Clearly� AC� � NC�� and both classes are contained in P�

In some sense� AC� and NC� represent the extremes of our knowledge about com�
plexity classes� On the one hand� many combinatorial methods have been developed
that enable us to show that many problems in NC� are not in AC� �FSS���� Aj����
Ya���� H�a����� On the other hand� it is still an open problem whether or not NP �
NC�� Thus we know a great deal about AC�� but really quite little about NC��

Thus a good place to try to make progress is in the range between AC� and NC��
Among the various complexity classes that have been studied in this range� TC� has
attracted a great deal of attention�

De�nition� A threshold circuit is a circuit composed entirely of majority gates�
	A majority gate outputs � i� the majority of its inputs have value ��� TC� is the
class of languages accepted by threshold circuits of polynomial size and depth O	���
TC�

k denotes the class of languages accepted by threshold circuits of depth k�

�In the meantime� this question has been addressed by Richard Beigel� In �Be�	
�� Beigel presents
an oracle relative to which PNP is not contained in PP� In fact� he shows the stronger result that
the inclusion presented in �BHW�	�� can not be improved using relativizable proof techniques�



The following points explain in part why TC� has been the focus of attention�

� The majority gate is of essentially the same power as a gate for integer mul�
tiplication �CSV����� Thus TC� characterizes the power of certain arithmetic
circuits�

� TC� exactly characterizes the complexity of symmetric functions �FKPS�����

� Division is in P�uniform TC� �Re����RT����� This is one of the few cases in
which uniformity considerations come into play when classifying the complexity
of natural problems�

� Many computer scientists have been studying 
connectionist� models of the
brain� also known as 
neural nets�� It turns out that one of the most popular
models studied by connectionists is computationally equivalent to the threshold
circuit model �PS���� PS����� Ian Parberry has written quite eloquently on the
relationship between computational complexity theory and the study of neural
networks �Pa����PS����� Any complexity�theoretic work on threshold circuits
thus is of some interest to the neural network community� and conversely� some
theoretical work of interest to complexity theoreticians was motivated primarily
by the study of neural networks �Go���� Bru���� BS�����

� A large body of work on threshold logic and threshold circuits already exists
	e�g�� �Mu������ Much of this work was motivated by interest in building com�
puters with threshold logic components�

� As we shall see� TC� is intimately connected with the counting hierarchy�

Now that we have established that there is su�cient interest for studying TC��
it is unfortunate that we must report that we know abysmally little about threshold
circuits� With some e�ort� Hajnal et� al� have shown the following result

Theorem� �HM���� TC�
� � TC�

� � TC�
��

However it is still an open question if TC�
� � NP� 	Even worse� it is not known if

NP is equal to the class of languages accepted by uniform circuits of polynomial size
and depth three� composed of AND� OR and MOD � gates��

It is fairly natural to conjecture that the TC� hierarchy is in�nite 	i�e�� that TC� ��
TC�

k for any k�� and indeed this conjecture is mentioned in �BIS����Ya����� However�
it has also been conjectured that TC� � NC� �IL����� which would imply that the
TC� hierarchy collapses�



Yao has shown that when one considers monotone circuits� the corresponding TC�

hierarchy is in�nite� In fact� he shows the stronger result that for every k� there is
a set in AC�

k�� that requires exponential size on threshold circuits of size k �Ya�����
As we shall see� one of the surprising consequences of Toda�s theorem is that the
corresponding result is not true when one considers non�monotone circuits�

�
�
 Relating Circuits to the Counting Hierarchy

When the alternating Turing machine 	ATM� was introduced in �CKS����� one of
the motivations was to have a Turing machine model suitable for studying parallelism�
Results relating circuit size and depth to alternating Turing machine space and time�
respectively� can be found in �Ru����� In order to model circuits of sublinear depth� it
is necessary to have Turing machines with sublinear running times� thus a mechanism
is provided for 
random access� to any bit of the input� 	Details may be found in
�Ru������ NC� is alternating log time� in this model of computation�

Sipser studied the subclass of NC� de�ned by log�time ATMs that make only
O	�� alternations� this is called the log�time hierarchy �Si����� The levels of this
hierarchy are denoted �k�logtime� An analogous extension� called the logarithmic�
time counting hierarchy 	LCH� was de�ned in �Tor����� the levels of the LCH are
de�ned using logarithmic versions of the ��	 and C operators� We will denote the
k�th level of the LCH by Ck�logtime�

Levels of the LCH correspond roughly to circuit depth� It was shown in �BIS����
that

S
k �k�logtime � 	uniform� AC�� and the same techniques can be used to show

that LCH � 	uniform� TC�� However� the correspondence is not exact� Depending
somewhat on the precise way that the uniformity condition is de�ned� one can show
that Ck�logtime � TC�

k��� and TC�
k � Ck���logtime� but no tighter correspondence

is known�

On the other hand� levels of the LCH correspond exactly to levels of the counting
hierarchy� Generalizing a result of �Si����� Tor�an showed in �Tor���� that if there is
an oracle separating two levels of the counting hierarchy� then the corresponding two
levels of LCH are distinct� 	The intuition here is that there is essentially no di�erence
between an oracle Turing machine writing an oracle query on its query tape� and an
ATM writing an address on its address tape giving it 
random access� to the input�
That is� the characteristic sequence of an oracle to a polynomial�time Turing machine
can be viewed as input to a log�time ATM�� Thus an oracle result about the counting
hierarchy implies a real separation in LCH�

There is a partial converse� as well� It was pointed out �FSS���� Si���� that if

there is a language in �k�logtime that requires more than size �log
O��� n to recognize

on depth k�� circuits of AND and OR gates� then there is an oracle relative to which



�p
k�� �� �p

k� Circuit lower bounds of this sort were achieved �rst by Yao �Ya����� and
further developments may be found in �H�a��� � Ko����� Along the same lines� if one

can show that for every k there is a set in Ck that requires more than size �log
O��� n

to recognize on depth k� � threshold circuits� then the counting hierarchy is in�nite�

Circuit lower bounds 	or equivalently� oracles separating levels of the counting
hierarchy� have been quite di�cult to construct� Tor�an reviews the separations that
are currently known in �Tor����� 	See also �Be���� Gr������

Seen in this setting� it is clear that Toda�s result that PH � PPP says something
about the threshold circuit complexity of AC�� However� because as mentioned above�
the mapping between the levels of LCH and circuit depth is only approximate� thus
a direct proof is necessary if one wants to achieve the sharpest possible result�

In �Al����� a very simple proof was presented of the fact that 	non�uniform� AC�
k

can be recognized by 	non�uniform� depth three threshold circuits� of size nlog
k n� The

proof in �Al���� was inspired by Toda�s theorem� but it does not follow directly from
�To����� In fact the circuit complexity result of �Al���� appears to be much easier to
prove than Toda�s theorem� the proof of �Al���� makes use of some important but
elementary observations of Razborov and Smolensky �Ra���� Sm�����

It is also true that 	uniform� AC�
k can be recognized by 	uniform� depth three

threshold circuits of size nlog
k n� although the proof is slightly more complex than

that of �Al����� 	The proof of the uniform version still does not appeal to Toda�s
theorem�� The proof of the theorem for uniform circuits is found in �AH�����


� Conclusion

We hope that this will serve as a useful survey of an area of research we �nd very
exciting� There are a great many open problems� and we feel con�dent that much
progress on these problems will be made in the next few years� To close this survey�
we mention a few problems that seem worthy of study

� What inclusions can be shown among the complexity classes de�ned by the
operators ��	�
� BP �C Many of the relationships have yet to be worked out�

� Are there other operators that would be more useful for study 	Note that
before Toda�s work it was not widely suspected that BP � 
�P would turn out
to be so interesting��

� Is IP 	or IP	log�� contained in the counting hierarchy 	IP 	IP	log�� is the class
of languages accepted by interactive proof systems with nO��� 	log n� rounds of

�In the meantime� Yao has shown stronger inclusions of this sort �Ya�	���



communication�� Is there an interesting circuit complexity class corresponding
to IP	log� 

� Can the circuit lower bounds of �HM���� be extended to circuits of greater
depth 

� Is AC� � TC�
�� or is the simulation of AC� presented in �Al���� optimal 	A �rst

step in this direction has been taken by Bruck and Smolensky �BS����� They
show that AC� requires size at least �polylogn on depth � threshold circuits��

� And last but not least� we leave the big question is TC� � NC� 
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